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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a framework for capturing and tracking
humans based on RGBD input data. The two contributions of our
approach are: (a) a method for robustly and accurately fitting an ar-
ticulated computer graphics model to captured depth-images and (b)
on-the-fly texturing of the geometry based on the sensed RGB data.
Such a representation is especially useful in the context of 3D tele-
presence applications since model-parameter and texture updates re-
quire only low bandwidth. Additionally, this rigged model can be
controlled through interpretable parameters and allows automatic
generation of naturally appearing animations. Our experimental re-
sults demonstrate the high quality of this model-based rendering.

Index Terms— Texture synthesis, Pose estimation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The recent increase in virtual and augmented reality applications de-
mands for efficient approaches to capture and render realistic virtual
humans, in order to let the users participate in virtual worlds or re-
lated applications. With the availability of the Kinect sensor and its
API, a broad range of real-time applications have emerged. The mo-
tivation for this work is to increase the output quality of such RGBD
sensors, which, despite of their popularity, provide only a limited
level of quality.

Several approaches for the capturing and modeling of real peo-
ple exist in literature. For example in [1], realistic 3D models are
created from sparse multi-view video. The authors of [2, 3] use a
dense array of cameras to capture dynamic scenes. However, despite

Fig. 1. Typical input: Captured color image and depth mesh.

the high quality of the reconstructed scenes, such methods are not
suitable for our purpose because the resulting models cannot be ani-
mated and lack a low dimensional representation. In [4] the authors
combine visual hull, sparse feature matching and dense reconstruc-
tion to create a visually pleasing model from a wide baseline setup
of 8 HD-cameras. The resulting model can then be animated using a
collection of previously captured motions. The authors of [5, 6] de-
scribe a model-based approach to recover the user’s geometry, which
is useful for tele-presence applications since a low dimensional pa-
rameter vector is sufficient to describe the captured content. In [7]
the authors combine image-based rendering techniques with an ar-
ticulated geometric model in order to achieve photo-realistic cloth
animations of human motions.

In this paper, we present a framework to process captured
color+depth data, that allows for photo-realistic rendering of the
subject from arbitrary 3D viewpoints. This approach consists of two
steps: (a) fitting a rigged geometric 3D template model to the cap-
tured depth map and (b) updating/incrementing the texture map in
accordance to the captured subject for photo-realistic rendering. The
usage of an underling template model provides increased temporal
consistency on a high level of detail. Additionally, an embedded
skeleton control structure allows automatic generation of anima-

Fig. 2. Resulting textured models from captured RGBD frames.



Fig. 3. Kinematic fitting results of consecutive RGBD input frames.

tions or adaptation of captured sequences. In combination with the
online generation of a subject specific texture map this approach
provides 3D photo-realistic rendering that can be used efficiently for
tele-immersion applications.

2. CAPTURING AND PREPROCESSING RGBD DATA

We use a Kinect sensor for depth sensing in combination with an
additional RGB video camera to obtain better texture quality com-
pared to the builtin camera. Both sensors are at fixed positions and
are tilted vertically to align the aspect ratio with the captured sub-
ject. A background model is trained using depth frames of the empty
scene to perform a foreground extraction in the depth image which is
necessary for the template fitting. Finally, the extracted foreground
depth image is converted to a 3D point cloud using the intrinsic cali-
bration of the IR camera. We are using a non-skewed pinhole camera
model [8] considering the principle point and focal lengths. In order
to allow for mesh based calculations, e.g. comparison of normals,
we compute a set of triangles by connecting adjacent depth pixels, if
their depth value does not exceed a pre-defined threshold. See Fig.
1 for such an extracted depth mesh.

3. KINEMATIC TEMPLATE FITTING

In order to enhance the quality of the resulting mesh and to allow
for pose modifications, we fit an articulated template model to each
input frame using an enhanced version of the kinematic template
fitting presented in [9]. There are several approaches available to
generate kinematic template models with different characteristics
and their specific parameters (rotation centers of joints, skinning
weights, template vertices) [10, 11, 12, 13]. Our kinematic template
model is based on the SCAPE database [14]. For realistic model-
ing of articulated motion, a combination of Linear Blend Skinning
(LBS) and Spherical Linear Interpolation (SLERP) is used as pre-
sented in [11]. This skinning approach nicely compensates for the
deficiencies (Candy-wrapper, bulging artifacts etc.) of both meth-
ods by decomposing the joint rotations. SLERP is used for rotations
around the outward bone axis while LBS models bending. The skin-
ning equation S to transform a template vertex vt along the kine-

matic chain from its rest pose to the desired target pose v′t is given
as:

0 joints: v′t = S(vt; s0, t0,R0)

= s0 R0 vt + t0

1 joint: v′t = S(vt; s0, t0,R0,R1)

= s0 R0 B(vt;R1) + t0 (1)
2 joints: v′t = S(vt; s0, t0,R0,R1,R2)

= s0 R0 R1

[
B(vt;R2)− t1

]
+ t1 + t0

and so forth, using the combined LBS/SLERP blending function B:

B(vt;Ri) = (wlRLBS
i + w̃l1) (2)[

(wsRSLERP
i + w̃s1)(vt − t′i) + t′i − ti

]
+ ti

with 1 being the unity matrix, the pose specific variables for global
similarity s0, t0,R0 as well as the joint rotations Ri = RLBS

i RSLERP
i .

This rotation decomposition can be calculated efficiently using [15].
The template specific fixed parameters are the joint rotation centers
ti and the per vertex skinning weights wl, ws for LBS and SLERP.
The LBS weights are constrained to 0 ≤ wl ≤ 1 and w̃l = 1− wl.
The SLERP weights are non-linear functions of the rotation angle θ
of RSLERP

1 and the per vertex parameter t: ws = sin(t·θ)
sin(θ)

and w̃s =
sin((1−t)·θ)

sin(θ)
with 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. A derivation of the SLERP equation, as

well as an alternative quaternion formulation can be found in [16].
As already presented in [17], a suitable rotation center handling is
critical for SLERP interpolation. Therefore, the SLERP rotation is
performed using a vertex specific rotation center t′i, which is the
orthogonal projection of vt onto the rotation axis of RSLERP

i . As a
result of using this adapted rotation center t′i, SLERP interpolates
along a cylinder instead of a sphere, which is desirable for our case.

To align the template model with a captured RGBD frame, the
pose parameters of the skinning equation S need to be recovered.
Inspired by the efficiency of the Coherent Point Drift algorithm [18],
we model the objective function as a probabilistic one-to-many
matching problem, with S scan vertices vs and T template vertices
vt:

Q =
∑

s=1...S,
t=1...T

ps,t
∥∥vs − S(vt; s0, t0,R0,R1, . . .)

∥∥2 (3)



The critical component in this equation is ps,t, the probability of cor-
respondence between template vertex vt and scan vertex vs. An ad-
vantage of this one-to-many matching approach is its support for in-
direct sub-triangle matching and its inherent robustness against noise
and outliers.

In order to modelQ to have its minimum at the desired template
configuration, we embed all available cues into the probability-like
weight ps,t:

ps,t =
max

(
0,n(vs) · n(v′t)

)
∥∥vs − v′t

∥∥2 +
∥∥rgb(vs)− rgb(v′t)

∥∥2 + ε
(4)

with rgb(vs) being the corresponding RGB vector of the current
scan vertex, rgb(vt) being the corresponding RGB vector of the cur-
rent texture map (see sec. 4), n(·) being the normal vector of its ar-
gument vertex (calculated by averaging the normals of all connected
triangles), and ε > 0 being a small constant for numerical stability.
Note, that ps,t are just probability-like weights, which do not add to
one; this would require additional normalization.

The numerator in (4) enforces stronger influence for correspon-
dences with small angles between their normals, while angles bigger
than 90◦ are completely omitted. This ensures agreement of orienta-
tions of corresponding shape regions. The rgb-term causes similar-
ity of captured colors between the scan and the reconstructed texture
map generated from previous frames, thereby achieving temporal
consistency in the photometric domain.

The actual template fitting is formulated as a minimization prob-
lem with costs Q and the template parameters s0, t0,R0,R1, . . .
as variables. This minimization is achieved by employing the Ex-
pectation Maximization algorithm. The E-step consists of updat-
ing the ps,t table based on the current template parameter values.
In the M-step the template pose parameters are updated, based on
the ps,t values calculated in the E-step. This is achieved by us-
ing the Gauss-Newton algorithm. Therefore, ∆-perturbations of the
template parameters are introduced into the skinning equation S:
s0 → ∆s0 + s0, t0 → ∆t0 + t0, R0 → ∆R0R0, R1 → ∆R1R1.
By using the following approximation of rotation matrices for small
angles

∆R ≈
[

1 ∆rz −∆ry
−∆rz 1 ∆rx
∆ry −∆rx 1

]
(5)

as well as the omission of cross terms in ∆ (which corresponds to
the omission of higher order terms in Taylor approximation), the
skinning equation S can be rearranged into a linear system of ∆-
perturbations having the form v′ = A∆p + a. ∆p is the vector
of ∆-perturbations and matrix A and vector a are the rearranged
elements of the costs Q of the objective function (3). The resulting
equation system can be solved efficiently in a linear least squares
sense. In order to prevent divergence in ambiguous cases, only small
parameter updates from frame to frame are allowed. This is achieved
by adding a Tikhonov regularization term to the linear least squares
equation system. Results of this kinematic model fitting are shown
in Fig. 3.

This kinematic fitting approach relies on suitable initialization
values for the parameters. For the first frame, we assume the subject
to be in a certain pre-defined pose in order to achieve a sufficient pre-
alignment with the Iterative Closest Point algorithm. Alternatively,
a more generic approach, like Shape Similarity Trees [19], could be
adopted. Since the rgb-term in (4) depends on previously processed
frames, it is omitted during initialization. In all successive frames,
the estimated parameters of the previous frame are used as an initial

guess for the current frame. Although this strategy turns out to be
sufficient, better prediction schemes, e.g. Kalman- or Particle filter,
are straightforward to integrate in order to handle more challenging
scenarios like fast and/or complex movement.

4. TEXTURE GENERATION

Our texture generation builds upon the kinematic template fitting and
uses the resulting mesh as scene representation. We assume that each
vertex of the template mesh has constant uv coordinates, that have
been created once by a semiautomatic approach for mesh unwrap-
ping.

Since the RGB camera only provides texture information for the
currently visible part of the template mesh, a set of previously cap-
tured images is maintained to provide enough information for a com-
plete texture map. Redundant and old images are discarded to keep
memory and CPU load low.

Not all visible parts of the mesh can be textured equally well
from one color image, since visual details depend on the distance,
occlusions, and viewing direction v. Therefore, a quality measure
W(fi, li) is employed to select the best source image Ili for each
triangle fi of the template mesh. Since the distance between ob-
ject and camera does not vary considerably in our setup, we use the
following simple quality measure:

W(fi, li) = max(0,−nTfiv), (6)

with n being the surface normal direction. More sophisticated vari-
ants ofW can be found in [20, 21, 22, 23]. The texture is constructed
by sampling each texel in its corresponding source image. To avoid
blur or ghosting caused by inaccurate geometry or tracking errors,
only one source image is used per triangle.

Treating all triangles independently leads to a non-smooth solu-
tion that results in a high number of visible edges between adjacent
triangles (see Fig. 4). Therefore, a smoothness term Vi,j is added
for each pair of adjacent triangles (fi,fj), resulting in the following
discrete optimization problem:

E(L) =

n∑
i

Di(fi, li) + λ
∑
i,j∈N

Vi,j(li, lj). (7)

L = {l1, ..., ln} is a label vector that assigns each triangle fi one
image Ili as texture source and Di is an error term that corresponds
to the quality measure of image Ili for triangle fi.

D(fi, li) =

{
1−W(fi, li) fi is visible
∞ fi is occluded

(8)

To reduce the visibility of seams, Vi,j adds costs Πei,j depending on
the sum of color differences along the common edge ei,j of fi and
fj .

Πei,j =

∫
ei,j

∥∥Ili(x)− Ilj (x)
∥∥ dx (9)

Vi,j(li, lj) =

{
0 li = lj

Πei,j li 6= lj
(10)

This way, seams are more likely to occur in regions where adjacent
triangles look similar, thus hiding them. To reduce the visibility of
remaining seams, we use seam levelling [23] for the final construc-
tion of a texture. This technique adds piece-wise continous functions
to the constructed texture mosaic that remove strong edges at seams
caused by different brightness or white balance of the source images.



Fig. 4. Results without (left) and with smoothness term (right).

Minimizing (7) yields a label vector L = {l1, ..., ln} that con-
tains the optimal source image for each triangle in terms of spatial
resolution and visibility of seams. Since (7) is an NP-hard problem,
we calculate an efficient but approximate solution by transforming
the original multi-label problem into a series of binary label prob-
lems that can be solved optimally using s-t graph cuts as explained
in [24].

Since rapidly moving seams draw attention, we also modify Vi,j
to smooth their position over time. This can be implemented by
augmenting Vi,j with Ψi,j which adds costs corresponding to the
distance of the seam (edge ei,j) to previous seams e′k,l. α ∈ [0, 1]
is a scalar weight to control the influence of Ψi,j and dst(e1, e2)
defines the shortest distance between two edges e1 and e2.

Ψi,j = min
k,l

dst(ei,j , e
′
k,l) (11)

Vi,j(li, lj) =

{
0 li = lj

(1− α)Πei,j + αΨi,j li 6= lj
(12)

To keep the texture up to date, the lifetime of every source image
must be considered. Therefore, Di(fi, li) has to account for the
lifetime ti:

t′i = min(tmax, ti) (13)

D(fi, li) =

{
β
(
1−W(fi, li)

)
+ (1− β)

t′i
tmax

fi is visible
∞ fi is occluded

(14)
t′i is a truncated version of ti for simple normalization and β ∈ [0, 1]
is a scalar weight to control the influence of visual quality and actu-
ality.

To keep the number of source images low, old images should
be removed if they do not contribute a significant part to the final
texture, that cannot be provided by any other source image at com-
parable quality. Therefore a coarse histogram hi of W(fi, lj) for
each triangle fi can be used. Starting with the oldest image, Ilj is
discarded if no triangle fi exists for which image Ilj provides the
only entry in the best non-empty bin of hi.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our experiments, we capture the depth with a Kinect depth sensor
at a 480x640 resolution (tilted vertically to align the aspect ratio with
the capturing target). To improve the visual quality, we use a Basler
acA2040-25gc at a resolution of 1600x2032 instead of the integrated
Kinect color sensor. Both sensors are driven at 30Hz.

The discussed tracking and texturing system is developed as en-
hancement of a networked 3D tele-conferencing system [25]. The
aim is to provide several participants with a visual face-to-face ex-
perience during remote communication. Therefore, photo-realistic
3D visualizations of the participants are captured and rendered (as
presented in this paper) into a shared 3D virtual world by streaming
model parameters and texture updates. In Fig. 1 the typical input to
our system, consisting of a captured RGB frame and a depth mesh is
shown. Figure 2 displays some output of the presented framework.
The texture was created using several frames of the input RGBD-
stream. The template model was animated by modifying the low
dimensional parameter vector to obtain new poses.

Our template model is based on the publicly available SCAPE
database [14] and consists of approx. 12500 vertices and 25000
triangles. To allow for realistic animations, we have embedded 17
joints, resulting in 58 parameters (including 7 parameters for global
similarity).

Using the one-to-many matching approach for our kinematic
template fitting significantly increased the tracking stability in com-
parison to the usual one-to-one matching. However, manual correc-
tion was still required in cases of complex, fast movements.

The computational complexity of the kinematic template fitting
is quite high because of the one-to-many matching approach. Our
implementation of the model fitting requires several minutes per
frame. In order to achieve real-time performance, a requirement for
interactivity, we are currently focusing on mainly two optimizations:

• limitation of the number of the objective function equations,
e.g. by filtering small ps,t, and

• exploiting the inherent potential for parallelism by developing
a fast GPU implementation, e.g. the equation system can be
setup independently per vertex and fused afterwards.

The kinematic template fitting converges in our experiments on
average within 15 iterations. The multi-label optimization converges
quickly, since each new color image affects only some parts of the
texture and the previous solution is used as initial label vector.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a model-based approach for captur-
ing and tracking of humans with incremental texture map generation.
For increased accuracy and robustness, a one-to-many matching ap-
proach, based on depth cues as well as photometric consistency, is
used. The on-the-fly generation of texture maps achieves up-to-date
and visually pleasing results using a graph-cut based mosaicing ap-
proach and seam-levelling. A set of source images is maintained
during runtime to provide enough information for a complete tex-
ture without using too much resources. For performance evaluation
purposes a calibrated depth sensor and a RGB camera setup are used
as input devices.
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